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FOREWORD
by Judy P. Hohmann

They are virtually everywhere. They exist in every community in New York
State, and they tell the rich and varied stories of human activity over the centuries. They are historical records - the source of our understanding and
appreciation of who we are and how we interact with each other and the institutions and structures of the society we create.
Yet despite historical records' informational value and presence throughout
the State, they are often overlooked, by both teachers and records custodians, as
an ed ucational resource for New York's classrooms. The purpose of this book is
to create a synergy between records custodians and educators that will make
historical records an important part of every New York student's education.
For records custodians, whether they are Town Clerks charged with caring
for the records of towns, archivists at historical societies, or librarians of local
public libraries, the realization that historical records have educational potential will mean an opportunity to provide service to the community and an
increased use of the records. This should be welcomed by records custodians
because the more people appreciate, value, and use historical records, the more
support will be available to the programs that care for those records, whether
that support comes during a call for volunteers, a vote on the budget, or a fundraising campaign.
For teachers, historical records can be an integral part of a learning process
in which students discuss, analyze, think critically, and develop skills that help
them understand cause and effect, relationships, change, and chronology.
Teachers can draw on records from the students' own community to engage
them and enliven instruction.
The first three sections of this book explain some basic information about
historical records: what they are, how they can be found, how educators and
records custodians can work together, and how records can be used in the classroom. The fourth section of the book contains reproductions of historical
records from around New York State accompanied by lesson plans and worksheets for elementary and secondary grade levels. To reinforce the fact that historical records surround us, these examples have been drawn from a variety of
places: local, state, and Federal governments; libraries; schools; archives; historical societies, and businesses. We hope that the historical records in this book
will encourage teachers to investigate the kinds of records they can find in their
own community. For example, while the 1892 census for Albany included in
this book is an interesting document, teachers can find census records from
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their own cities, towns, and villages that would be more relevant and engaging
to their students.
Similarly, the lesson plans and worksheets can be used by teachers without
modification. But the countless other lessons and worksheets that can be developed from the records are limited only by a teacher's imagination. The historical records selected for this book chronicle some very significant events in the
history of New York State, but they are not intended to provide a comprehensive
overview of State history. Readers will notice that the lesson plans cover language arts, economics, health, science, math, as well as interdisciplinary study.
This is part of a deliberate effort to dispel a popular assumption that historical
records are the exclusive domain of history and social studies. Records custodians familiar with the historical relevance of documents are encouraged to take a
second look and think about relevancy from a scientific or mathematical standpoint. They can, then, share these discoveries with teachers who are seeking historical records to use in their classrooms for many different purposes.
The Board of Regents has long believed that responsibility for education is
shared by the State, the family, schools, and other organizations in each community. Interestingly, each of these entities has historical records associated
with it. It is hoped that this book will become a catalyst for viewing historical
records as an important educational tool that can help teachers develop learning-centered curriculum, foster the involvement of the entire community in the
education of N ew York's school children, and provide a basis for lifelong learning. The publication of this book happily coincides with the introduction by
the Regents of the new State Education Department Social Studies Curriculum
Framework. This new framework encourages research, use of primary documents, and the development of analytical skills.

If the vision of a creative alliance between the educational and historical
records communities becomes reality, the major beneficiaries will be the students of New York. Therefore, as educators across the State search for a teaching tool that successfully develops students' skills and engages their interest,
we urge educators to consider the source - historical records.
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lesson plans. She has taught in middle and high school and has extensive experience in the Education Branch of the National Archives, where she conducted
workshops and wrote document packets for teachers. Jean has a flair for writing which has made this manual user-friendly.
Susan Puglia Owens, Teacher in the East Greenbush School District, is primarily responsible for the development of the lesson plans in the book. She is a
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with colleague Susan Owens to develop the lesson plans for this book. A
teacher for over 20 years, Tom also brought to the project his experience assisting the National Archives develop document packets dealing with the Bill of
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Studies Educator for New York State from the New York State Council for the
Social Studies.
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SECTION I
What Are Historical
Records?
We live in an information age
where we are daily bombarded by
reams of paper, scores of visual
images, and hours of sound recordings. We, ourselves, generate significant quantities of information. Much
of it is routine or of fleeting value. The
scribbled note to "get milk at the
store" will be wadded and pitched
into the trash, while the mechanic's
message on the answering machine:
"Your car will not be ready until
tomorrow," will be automatically
erased. Bits of information, they will
have disappeared into the dustbin of
history. But it's no great loss.
Yet, mixed into the mountain of
the mundane are also items of enduring value. These are called "historical
records." Those words make many
people think of the Declaration of
Independence, the Gettysburg
Address, or a letter from Theodore
Roosevelt. Certainly these are important historical records, but they are
not the only valuable ones. A death
certificate for Martha Brown, a bird'seye view of Nedrow, or a bill from the
Cluett Piano Company may have
enduring value, too. Historical
records of all kinds are the raw materials of history.
When people write something,
take a photograph, or make an audio-

tape, they do not do so with the conscious intention of creating a historical record. Instead, as people and

:· - -=--~;~
organizations go about their daily
business, they create many kinds of
information in a variety of formats.
Historical records created right
around the classroom include:
• a teacher's grade book;
• minutes of school board
meetings;
• monthly lunch menus prepared
by the school dietician;
• a student's personal diary;
• financial accounts of a company
that sells textbooks.
There are many other kinds of
information created by groups, individuals, or organizations that have
enduring value. They may include
written documents like wills, tax
assessment records, letters, or birth

Graduation photograph,
St. Stanislaus School,
1919. Courtesy of the
East Side Historica l
Association of the Polish Community Center
of Buffalo, Inc., Buffalo,
New York.
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records. Or they might be visual
resources like photographs, maps,
posters, films, or architectural drawings. With the growing use of the
computer, they might be automated
data bases of marriages, crime statistics, or computerized maps.
Historical records do not have to
be old; in fact, to some students, information about the 1970s seems very
remote. But all historical records
must contain useful information
about people, places, events, or subjects - information that people need
or can use in accomplishing their own
daily activities.
Created as part of an individual's

or organization's daily activities,
these information resources can be of
value to others. People from all walks
of life use historical records in their
work: lawyers researching legal matters, public policy planners seeking
information on previous government
actions, genealogists and historians
tracing personal and social roots,
architects and engineers attempting to
maintain and restore buildings, journalists following a lead, students pursuing research and, of course, teachers preparing their own instructional
materials. For this reason local governments, historical societies, religious organizations, businesses, clubs,
and individuals retain and preserve
historical records and make them
available to the public.

Why Do Teachers Use
Historical Records?

Certificates of good
conduct and academic
excellence. Courtesy of
the DeWitt Historical
Society, Ithaca, New
York.

--:0:-

iirHIS certifies that the bearer has re-

Vf'

ceived no marks at school for

absence, tardiness, misconduct or
cµJpably imperfect recitation during five ·
• days.

Before teachers ever stood in front
of a classroom, they all sat in one.
The most vivid memories cluster
around people we knew: friends with
whom we giggled,
pests who tormented us, teachers
over whose assignments we perspired, and, yes,
teachers who left
us inspired. The
majority of classroom activities
defy recollection
or, if remembered,
remain hazy at
best. One of the exceptions, alas, is
frog dissection day. Who doesn't
recall the stench of formaldehyde, the
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keen scalpel, the limp slippery frog?
As if dissection weren't bad enough,
the frog's insides never looked like
the drawings in the biology textbook.
Revulsion had to be set aside as we
minutely examined the creature to get
through the lab assignment. Most of
us were so busy struggling through
the frog that we never were conscious
of the other lesson of that day: by
seeking information at its source, we
learn most intensely.
Historical records are a bit like
friends and frogs in that they stimulate very personal, very vivid memories. They provide teachers with a
way to introduce pupils of the present
to people of the past. When students
read historical records that reveal the
human side of people long dead, they
begin to care about these people, ask
questions about them, want to learn
more about them. Students discover
that people of the past had emotions,
attitudes, values, and speak with
voices that are colorful, real, and are
as fascinating as their friends or the
entertainers they see on television.
This personal link enables students to
become emotionally engaged with the
past and get excited about it. Curiosity stimulates them to research the
topic more deeply, learn more intensely, and, as a consequence, retain what
they learn.
Just as chemistry is more than
memorization of the periodic table of
the elements and formulas, history is
more than names and dates. Historical records give teachers of the social
sciences a way to include a laboratory
experience in their discipline. Historical records can be used in a structured
way to have authentic, yet predictable
outcomes, just as chemical experiments are structured to have educationally valid, but safe outcomes.

Historical records provide teachers with a resource to encourage conceptual learning and higher order
thinking skills in students. Teachers
provide guidance to enable students
to get the most out of historical
records. With help, students learn to
classify facts into groups of related
events; develop hypotheses and validate, revise, or abandon the hypotheses based on their findings; develop
interpretations of their own; and recognize that their interpretations, too,
are tentative. To avoid confusion and
prevent misunderstandings, teachers
also place the historical records and
the people who created them in context before the students ever examine
the records.
While the advantages to students
are clear, what advantages do historical records offer teachers? They help
teachers meet important educational
objectives and are good teaching
tools. They give educators flexibility
because a single historical record can
be used in a number of subjects, with
students of different grade and ability
levels. They are fun for teachers, too.
Each year students bring new perspectives; raise unanticipated, fascinating questions; and respond differently to the same records used the
previous year. Historical records
never get stale, and they are plentiful
and easy to locate. In New York
alone, there are approximately 1,700
historical records repositories and
4,400 local government units (including counties, towns, cities, villages,
fire districts, and 743 school districts),
all of which are potential sources of
historical record materials for the
classroom.

... by seeking
information at its
source, we learn
most intensely.
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Where Can Teachers
Find Historical
Records?
Historical records surround us.
One of the most exciting things about
teaching with historical records is that
they are so very plentiful. Each of us
possesses personal historical records

U. S. CUSTOMS SERVICE

War Zone Pass (U.S.
Customs Service Id.)
1918. The Jesus Colon
Papers. Centro de £studios Puertorriquenos,
Hunter College, CUNY;
Benigno Giboyeaux for
the Estate ofJesus
Colon.
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such as a birth certificate, driver's
license, social security card, tax
returns, land records, immigration and
naturalization papers, or military service records. We may also have family
snapshots, report cards, drawings,
school science projects from the past,
postcards, greeting cards, scrapbooks,
diaries, ration coupons, political paraphernalia, and theater programs.
Repositories of historical records
are also plentiful; they are located
throughout the State and in every
community. They are not hard to
locate and visit, affording teachers a
convenient way to supplement the
more personal records they already
may possess.
Schools are a good place for teach-

ers and students to find historical
records with a personal, familiar feel.
In cooperation with the administration, teachers may be able to locate
and use old attendance records,
school rules, school board position
statements, blueprints, yearbooks and
literary magazines, school newspapers, audio- or videotapes of choral
and dramatic performances, films of
old athletic contests, and award certificates. The school library or media
center may also have historical
records related to the school or community in its vertical files.
Historical records about a community may be held by local libraries,
historical societies, universities, museums, churches, businesses, or local
government agencies.
Libraries often have local history
collections that contain historical
records. These collections may
include records related to area families, businesses and institutions such
as diaries, letters, photographs,
account books, maps, and drawings.
Local government repositories
hold records generated in the course
of official business. Local government
records may include such official documentation as minutes of town meetings, maps with land use information,
taxation and assessment records,
plans for parks and roadways, building permits and architectural drawings, and environmental impact statements and bid specifications for major
community projects such as mall and
shopping center development. Local
government records also include
court cases; census records, citizenship applications, veterans' discharge
papers, militia records, records of
slaves and manumissions, elections
records, and ledgers of livestock earmarks and brands.

SECTION I: HISTORICAL RECORDS IN THE CLASSROOM

Diaries, personal letters, community and personal photographs, broadsides, maps, and drawings would
more likely be held by an historical
society and/or a municipal historian.
Museums are likely to have
records relating to the functions of
their institution: documentation about
exhibitions (such as catalogs,
brochures, and photographs) educational programs, annual reports, financial records, and records related to
their holdings including personal and
community photographs, diaries, letters, maps, and drawings.
University archives maintain documentation of the functions of the university. This can include yearbooks,
class lists and catalogs, papers of the
university president and faculty members, documentation of student activities and cultural life, and annual and
financial reports.
Church records often include documentation of baptisms, lists of members and officers, annual and financial
reports, and information on community activities and special events.
Records of businesses can include
correspondence, bills, ledgers and
account books, personnel records, and
advertising and product information.
In addition, local chambers of
commerce, charitable organizations,
unions and veteran groups often
maintain files of historical records
that provide a variety of perspectives
for viewing the past life of a community.
Death, birth, and marriage records
are generally found with local Registrars of Vital Statistics and the State
Department of Health. Wills, inventories, and other probate records are
available from county Surrogate
Court offices.

The New York State Archives and
Records Administration preserves
and makes available historically valuable records of the State government,
ensures the preservation of local government records, and provides advice
on the preservation and use of historical records. It holds records related to
State government that date from the
colonial period to the present. It also
has, on microfilm, many local government records.
Manuscripts and special collections that are of interest to teachers
are available at the New York State
Library. The Library's collections of
manuscripts, rare books, maps and
atlases, prints and photographs,
broadsides and posters, musical
scores and ephemera document the
history of New York State from the
17th century to the present.
The National Archives and
Records Administration is responsible
for the preservation and use of the
permanently valuable records of the
Federal government from 1774 to the
present. The Northeast Regional
Archives, on Varick Street in New
York City, is one of 12 National
Archives regional archives nationwide. They make available to the
public microfilmed Federal records
relating to New York State. The
National Archives system also
includes presidential libraries including The Franklin D. Roosevelt Library
located in Hyde Park, New York.
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How Do Historical
Records Enhance
Learning and Skills
Development?

By clustering
interpretive
and analytical
activities around
historical
records, teachers
will discover that
they have not
added onto their
already full curriculum, but
have simply
enhanced it.

Teaching with historical records is
a pedagogically sound method to
advance cognitive and affective learning and build skills. Students develop
critical thinking skills while they gain
historical perspective.
By clustering interpretive and
analytical activities around historical
records, teachers will discover that
they have not added onto their
already full curriculum, but have simply enhanced it. For example, if the
Civil War is already a component of a
curriculum, activities using a letter,
muster roll, photograph, piece of
sheet music, or discharge paper, will
still advance students' knowledge of
the Civil War while also developing
critical thinking skills.
When they use historical records
in their classrooms, students learn to
do the following:
• interpret, clarify, analyze, and
evaluate the reliability of individual historical records and
groups of records
• recognize point-of-view and
bias
• identify contradictions and
informational lapses in given
records
• determine what is to be accepted as fact and what is to be
rejected as fiction or unsubstantiated in a historical record, and
draw conclusions
• analyze raw data to relate it to

•

•
•
•

cause and effect
weigh generalizations and historical theories presented in historical writings, textbooks, reference materials, newspapers,
and television programs and
recognize their limitations
recognize the potential for multiple interpretations of historical
records
recognize their own frames of
reference and contemporary
viewpoints which color their
interpretations
develop confidence in their
own ability to acquire knowledge and avoid over-dependence upon "authoritative"
sources such as encyclopedias
and textbooks.

As students practice these skills,
they also exercise the skill of decision
making which includes the following
components:
• keeping an open mind to varied
opinions and evidence
• making better judgments by
analyzing what people are saying and considering different
options and alternative solutions to problems
• developing tolerance by realizing that sometimes decisions
have to be made with the best
information available even if it
is not complete or fully reliable
• looking for related, contextual
information to evaluate a record
in its historical, developmental,
or institutional context.
In an era of information overload,
these are critical life-skills, not merely
for students in their personal lives as
consumers and employees, but in
their future role as citizens who must

......................••••..••••••.•............•.•... ......................•••••• ••••••.. ......•.••.•.......................
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evaluate information to make decisions which foster good government
and maintain our free society.
Historical records, expressing contrasting viewpoints on sensitive
issues such as social, cultural, economic, religious, and ethnic differences, enable the teacher to open class
discussion by focusing on the past
rather than on the present. By doing
this, the teacher can use the historical
records to keep the discussion
focused on the topic, allowing students to move beyond prejudices, and
possible finger pointing. When discussing sensitive issues, examining
several historical records with opposing viewpoints, as opposed to a single
record, enables students to better
understand the opinions or trends in
a historical era.
Local historical records have a
special role to play in providing students a stabilizing sense of history
and place. They are a means to counterbalance the stresses caused by
today's transient and rapidly-changing society. In an age when students
are bombarded with national issues
and questions, local historical records
help to reaffirm the important role the
community has in their everyday life.
As students learn about people who
have walked the same streets they do,
they begin to understand and appreciate the development and character of
their community. They realize that
people who never make it into their
textbooks or the national history
books are not powerless, but quite
able to take quieter steps that enhance
their neighbors' quality of life. This
appreciation can then extend to their
state and nation. It is a beginning, but
important, step towards good citizenship and responsible social behavior.
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How Do Historical
Records Fit into the
Classroom?
Historical records fit into virtually
every classroom.
Historical records are interdisciplinary and can be used effectively
not only in history but also across the
curriculum. They can be used to
enhance skills development and to
teach core subjects.
• Math students, using a sample
of school district budgets over a
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•

100-year span, determine if
teacher salaries have kept pace
with inflation.
A high school sociology teacher
uses school district yearbooks,
photographs, and newsletters to
have students study the history
of the cultural life of the district
and how it did or did not mirror
state and national trends.
Science students use topographical maps, environmental
impact statements, land use
maps, soil maps, and other historical records to develop their
own opinions about a proposed
landfill in their community.

,. I

and Provisions" at
Chittenango Landing,
I.}. Northrup proprietor.
Courtesy of the
Madison County
Historical Society,
Oneida, New York.

•

•

A language arts teacher and a
social studies teacher team up
to provide students a greater
understanding of the Holocaust
using historical records such as
immigration records, photographs, newsreel footage, letters, and literature such as Rose
Blanche by Roberto Innocenti,
The Diary of Anne Frank by Anne
Frank, Hide and Seek by Ida Vos,
and Upstairs Room by Johanna
Reiss.
Technical Drawing students are
asked to step back in time, to
imagine they have been asked

to construct a mill from the
specifications outlined in a contract found in the County Historian's office for an actual mill
built in the early 19th century.
Students create their mills as
drawings on paper, models, a
videotaped presentation, or
computer simulation and discuss the challenges faced by
19th century builders, including
building materials, topography
of the mill site, availability of
equipment, and skilled labor.
Teaching with historical records is
a sound, adaptable technique capable
of responding to the varied and
changing curriculum challenges that
teachers confront throughout their
careers.
Historical records may be used as
a motivational exercise at the beginning of a lesson, or an evaluative
exercise at the beginning or end of a
lesson, dropped into a lesson to make
a point clear, or as the focus of an
entire lesson or unit. Teachers who
have the responsibility for multiple
preparations will find historical
records extremely flexible. A turn-ofthe-century immigration record used
in an eighth grade social studies class
to introduce a lesson on United States
immigration may also be used in a
global studies class to discuss why the
person may have left his/her native
country.
Teaching with historical records
can reveal different views of events
and ideas and help promote an understanding of multiple perspectives.
The Williamsburg women, in the
historical record example on page 136,
are striking for peace. They ask the
question, "Is the War in Vietnam in
Our National Interest?" They believe
it is not. This record, if presented

······································· ························································
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with a pro-Vietnam historical record,
such as a recruitment poster, a speech
from politicians, or a government
news release, would help students see
events from two opposing perspectives. A teacher may ask the students
to develop a profile of the two groups
with opposing views. For instance:
Who are the Williamsburg women?
Whom do they represent? Why do
they want peace? Who is doing the
recruiting and for what purpose?
What message are they conveying in
their poster and why?
Historical records provide an ideal
vehicle for encouraging community
collaborations and parental participation.
Once teachers bring historical
records into the classroom, additional
historical records will find their own
way in - from students and their families, other teachers, and community
members overhearing a supermarket
conversation between a student using
historical records in school and a parent. Just about everyone will have
something he/she wants to share. At ,
this point, a community resource list of
people willing to come to school to
share their personal historical records
or speak to students on a particular
topic should be developed.
When teachers begin looking for
historical records beyond their own
personal records, their students and
school district, they will begin connecting with members of the local
community - owners of local businesses, the librarian at the local
library, the municipal historian, the
county records management officer,
the town clerk, or the historical society curator. Teachers and community
members can benefit from cooperative activities. Everyone likes positive
publicity. A student trip to the local
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history collection at the library benefits the students educationally and
can benefit the library by making the
public aware of its resources and how
they are used. The historical society
curator who helps a teacher locate
historical records for the classroom
can use this experience to help justify
requests for grant funding for the historical society. A student internship,
pairing a high school student with a
town clerk, can promote communication between the school district and
town government and provide the
student with a sense of how government works and his or her rights as a
citizen. Collaboration and coopera-

Broadside, 1906(?).
Courtesy of The
Adirondack Museum,
Blue Mountain Lake,
New York.
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tion can benefit all parties involved.
Local historical records, from the
student's own community, can make
State and national history more
understandable and illustrate the
impact of State and national events on
real people.
Historical records related to the
Civil War, World War I, and World
War II are found on the Federal, state,
and local level. They can be found in
every community in this State. Local
historical societies have letters sent to
and from soldiers in the battlefields,
diaries, photographs, and even
records from local businesses, whose
profits may have been effected by the
wars. County governments often
have copies of the 1865 New York
State census which provides Civil War
statistics for each county, including
names of soldiers who died, cause of
death, and place of death are listed.

Maris Bryant Pierce,
7877-7874, Seneca
Chief. Courtesy of the
Buffalo and Erie County
Historical Society,
Buffalo, N ew York.

Counties may also have soldier enrollment and discharge records for World
War I and II. School district records
may also reveal the effects of war, as
seen in the historical record example
on page 133, "Cafeteria Menu for the
week of January 4, 1943." These historical records can convey the impact
of war to students and provide an
entrance point for students to understand the significance of war to the soldiers, their families, the local community, the State, and the entire country.
Historical records also give teachers a laboratory component for their
classrooms.
Historical records obtained from
nearby repositories provide differing,
unfiltered voices, often from the very
community in which students live.
They provide students with an
unprecedented opportunity to step
back into an earlier time, when local
issues were preeminent. Students are
able to view the past through the eyes
of different members of a community,
and examine how local, but significant, issues, which are never mentioned in a textbook, were resolved.
Confronting real situations, students
develop suppositions and refine them
into answers. Historical records provide a vital, engaging way to integrate learning-centered activities in
the classroom.
Historical records can be used
effectively across the entire scope and
sequence of primary and secondary
studies. Teaching with historical
records is stimulating for teachers,
educationally sound for students, and
supports national and State goals for
education.

••... .....••..•.•.•..•..............•••••••••••............•..•••................••••••••.••.......... ....•....•••••..•. •....
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SECTION II
How Do Teachers Find
Historical Records for
Classroom Use?
We can easily find our own personal historical records. A quick
glance into your wallet will allow you
to find historical records such as a driver's license, social security card,
membership cards, receipts, or cards
containing health information. But
how do you locate, handle and copy
records that are held by historical
records repositories? The following
eight steps provide helpful advice
including: fitting historical records
into the curriculum; identifying
repositories; contacting repositories;
working with repository staff; reviewing finding aids; handling historical
records; identifying teachable records;
and copying alternatives.

1

Decide where in the curriculum
historical records can be used.

Review the overall curriculum,
identify places where local or regional
examples would complement existing
lessons, create a list of subjects to
research, and prioritize the list. Which
topic will be researched first? Remember, there are many subjects that can be
researched right in the surrounding
community. This is usually the best
place to begin. For example, the
records of Civil War soldiers are common in historical societies, libraries,

and museums. The experiences of a
local soldier will provide a touchstone
to students regarding that national
event. Nineteenth century farming,
education, occupations, health statistics, and the history of local businesses
are just a few of the topics easily
researched in local historical societies,
libraries, schools, and town, village,
and county government offices.

2 Identify repositories.

Daguerreotype.
Cazenovia Fugitive
Slave Law Convention,
August 22, 1850.
Crace Wilson's orchard
Cazenovia, New York.
Gerrit Smith, standing
center; Frederick
Douglass, seated next
to table. Courtesy of
the Madison County
Historical Society,
Oneida, New York.

Once a topic has been selected,
there are several ways to identify
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When approaching an organization about potential resources,
explain the
nature o f the
request. Identify
for the repository
sta ff the major
themes to be
emphasized in
the classroom.

potential repositories. There is no single way to accomplish this because
each community has different organizations and individuals who might be
of assistance. Teachers might try one
or more of the following approaches:
• Reference staff at the local
library should be able to help
teachers identify nearby repositories. Public libraries in New
York either have, or can obtain
on interlibrary loan, copies of
the Guides to Historical Resources
for each county (see Appendices B & C). These guides provide a summary of the historical records repositories in a
local region. Brief summaries
of each repository indicate what
kinds of information it holds,
helping teachers to determine if
it is a likely source. In addition,
several regional library systems
include historical records in
their regional CD-ROM catalogs, a useful tool for identifying not only repositories, but
also the records they hold.
• County or local historical societies in the school's region may
have historical records holdings
relating to the selected topic. If
they do not, staff are often able
to identify other repositories in
the region.
• Most cities, towns, and villages
in New York also have a municipal historian, and each county
has a county historian. These
individuals are often familiar
with the local historical records
repositories, and with the local
governments that have records
useful for teachers.
• Other kinds of organizations
may also have a collection of

•

historical records that is part of
their larger institution, such as
a university library or a museum. A call to such organizations in the region can identify
whether a "Special Collections
Department" or an "Archives"
exists.
Regional representatives of the
Documentary Heritage Program and of SARA's Local Government Records Services can
also help a teacher identify
repositories. They work regularly with historical records
repositories and local governments and are very familiar
with local resources. (see
Appendix B)

3 Contact repositories.
Teachers should contact repositories that may have the records which
they need. Most repositories have reference staff w ho work with researchers on a regular basis; responding to
requests, such as one from a teacher,
is part of their job. Frequently, those
staff are accustomed to working with
people who are not familiar with historical records research. Some organizations have paid, professional staff; a
few rely on volunteers or individuals
with limited training. If staff seem
unable to answer a teacher's request,
it may be preferable to try another
institution, since many will have
resources of use.
When approaching an organization about potential resources, explain
the nature of the request. Identify for
the repository staff the major themes
to be emphasized in the classroom,
such as impact of the Erie Canal, life
on the Homefront during World War
II, or growth of heavy industry.

••••••..•..............••.•• •••••••....... ...••.••.......... ...............••••• •••••••••••••. ..............••••...•.........
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Several questions will be helpful
in getting started:
• When is the repository open?
Smaller organizations, as well
as local governments, have limited hours of reference service.
• Are there finding aids, catalogs,
or indexes to the records? Is it
possible to obtain copies of
finding aids in advance of a
visit? These access tools enable
the researcher to understand
quickly the scope and content
of the repository's holdings
without having to handle historical records.
• Are copying facilities available?
If so, what fees are charged?
Some repositories will make
xerographic copies for
researchers, a few may allow
researchers to make their own
copies, and a few may have no
such capacity. Some repositories may allow the use of a personal camera to photograph
records.

4

Work with staff to identify
records that might be useful.

Make it clear to reference staff that
a specific item is not necessary, but
that records representing certain
themes or subjects are most useful.
For example, to support lessons on
the movement westward in New
York, a range of historical records
might be useful- a diary of a farm
woman from the 1850s, records of the
first town meeting in a recently settled area, maps showing the region
over a SO-year period, or census
records from several decades.
Describe the topic for research
using some of the basic journalistic
questions:

Who: Who would create the kind
of historical record needed?
What: What kinds of activities,
events, or subjects relate to the
topic?
When: When would the
events/ activities have happened- is there a specific decade
or time period needed?
Where: What are the geographic
areas from which historical
records would be relevant to the
classroom?
After discussing this information,
the teacher and reference staff should
be able to identify several groups of
historical records that may be relevant
to the topic.

5 Review finding aids.
Locating historical records usually
is quite different from finding a book
in a library. First, records are generally kept in a locked storage area, and
are not available for researchers to
retrieve or browse through on their
own. Reference staff will bring the
records out for use by the researcher.
Therefore, reviewing finding aids is
an important part of the initial search.
Second, historical records are kept
together in the way they were created
by a person or organization; they are
not generally treated as individual
items. As a result, all the letters that a
woman wrote to her husband during
his service in World War II would be
kept together because, in order to
understand her activities, concerns,
and relationship with him, one would
need to look at the whole group of
records. Similarly, records of a local
government office are kept in the filing groups that the office created,
such as tax assessment rolls, or the
mayor's correspondence .

.... •••..•....••••••••................••....... ••••••••••.......... .....•••• •••••••••••••••..................••••••••••••••••
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Finding aids of several types may
be available to the teacher. (see
appendix C). Teachers will find it
helpful to look over the finding aid to
determine if there are specific parts of
the records that would be useful, or
whether the whole group of records
needs to be reviewed. Many times,
reference staff are familiar with the
records and might be helpful in indicating which records have good
potential for classroom use.

6

Handle historical records
carefully.

Because historical records are
unique, one-of-a-kind items, they
require special conditions for research
and handling. Most repositories will
inform researchers of special rules for
using their resources. Typical rules
might include:
• No purses, coats, or briefcases in
the research area for security purposes;
• No food, drink, or smoking
around the historical records;
Permission to copy historical
records must be obtained, especially if they are fragile or very old;
• Use only soft pencils, not pens,
around the records, to prevent
them from being marked;
• Keep records in the order they
exist in the boxes, folder, or other
containers.

Identify teachable and useable
7 records.
Doing research in historical
records is exhilarating, rather like a
child being let loose in a candy shop,
so moderation is urged when it comes
time to photocopy. It is better to start
small, selecting only the most captivating historical record, and build up
a collection from many sources over
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Trudeau Sanatorium St. Valentine's Day 1939
Dinner Menu. Courtesy of The Adirondack
Museum, Blue Mountain Lake, New York.

time. Be aware that the enthusiasm a
teacher has for a "special historical
record" may not be matched by a student in the classroom. Teachers focusing on the content of a record may
overlook an important characteristic,
its teachability.
Historical records are educationally neutral - they may be used in several disciplines and by students of
widely varying ages and proficiencies. It is the activity that is designed
to be used with a historical record
that defines where it is most appropriate to use. Look for historical records
which offer the greatest degree of
flexibility.
There are several, practical questions for teachers to ask themselves
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when mulling over the classroom
potential of a historical record.
• Is the historical record readable? Will a facsimile also be
readable? What format will be
most legible, an individual
copy or transparency? Will a
transcription be necessary?
• Are the contents of the historical record appropriate for classroom use? Establish historical
context and determine how
much additional information
will be necessary before students can work with this historical record.
• Is the length of the historical
record appropriate for the
instructional time available?
How much of the historical
record is usable?
• Is the level of difficulty of the
historical record appropriate for
the students in the class? What
materials or activities will motivate students to use this historical record?
• How does the historical record
relate to the content or skills
objectives of the curriculum?
Where can it be dropped into
the curriculum, or clustered
with larger issues or concepts of
study for the most effective use
of classroom time?
• Is this historical record interesting or compelling? Consider
the personal applications the
historical record has for the students. Some historical records
may contain violence, or references to sexual activity, or
expressions now considered to
be ethnic or racial epithets. If a
teacher believes that an historical record's value to the students and curriculum is not

diminished by these expressions, then the teacher should
advise the students in advance
that the historical record contains such material and should
take steps to set the historical
record in historical context
before using it.

Consult staff about

8 photocopying.

Most research facilities have selfservice paper photocopiers or have
staff members who will photocopy
upon completion of a written request.
Check each facility regarding the fee
schedule. Consult the repository staff
about photocopying if a historical
record is bound in fragile bindings or
is in danger of cracking along the
edges or folds; they may prefer to
photocopy the material for the teacher
or suggest alternatives. Paper photocopies have the advantage of being
able to be converted at the school district's media center into transparencies. Although photographs are notorious for photocopying poorly, they
often turn out better when they are
photocopied directly onto a transparency to be used on an overhead
projector.
Some historical records are too
fragile to be photocopied or are kept
in bound volumes that cannot be flattened for photocopying. In this case,
check to see if these historical records
may already be on microfilm or are on
schedule to be microfilmed in the
near future. If so, copies can be made
off of a microfilm reader/ printer, if
one is available.
A few facilities have photocopy
machines capable of making full scale
copies of oversized historical records
such as maps and architectural plans.
In most cases the researcher will need

Consult the
repository sta ff
about photocopying if a historical
record is bound
in fragile bindings
or is in danger of
cracking along
the edges or
folds.
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to special order photostats or slides of
oversized items. Most reproductions
are in black and white, but color may
be available.
Arrangements may be made at
most institutions to bring in a camera
and photo stand to make photographs
of still pictures, whether they are
drawings, photographs, engravings, or
paintings. Similar arrangements may
be made to bring in tape recorders for
audio recordings and video cameras to
record motion pictures, videos, and
slides. Alternately, the researcher can
ask the institution what reproduction
services are available for special media
and order copies.
Technology is changing quickly,
and, at this time, there are few standards in hardware or software. Most
institutions have not formulated rules
because the technologies are so recent.
However, New York teachers have
already been successfully scanning
historical records to floppy disk.
Rather than to assume, it is safer to
ask the records custodian in advance
whether scanners or other devices for
transfers to optical or CD-ROM disk
are permitted.
Once the teacher has the facsimile
of the historical record in hand, it is
recommended that a complete citation of the location of the original
source be written on the back of the
historical record or incorporated in
another way that makes the citation
an integral part of the copy. It takes
very little time and spares researchers
from retracing their entire quest if
they decide they need additional
copies in the future.

AWord to Records
Managers About
Teachers
By working with educators,
records managers1 advance public
interest, understanding, and support
of historical records programs.
Although custodians of nongovernmental records are under no statutory
requirement to work with educators,
they, too, find that working with teachers and students helps to fulfill their
institutions' public service missions.
As public knowledge and appreciation
of the value of historical records
increases, so does financial support.
Promoting knowledge, understanding, and appreciation for records
among adults is a challenge. They are
busy, their imaginations tend to be
fired by interests of longer standing,
and they are not easy to reach. School
children, on the other hand, are both
impressionable and accessible. Thus,
it makes good fiscal, as well as educational, sense for institutions holding
historical records to collaborate with
teachers.
Some teachers will seek out
records managers to come to their
classrooms and make presentations.
Others may arrange to bring groups
of students to a records repository, if
there is adequate space for their visit.
Still other teachers will want to do
research in historical records themselves. The records manager can provide valuable assistance to teachers in
all these capacities. Because many
teachers are not clear about the duties

1 The term "records manager" is used here in the generic sense to encompass the many titles
given to people who work with historical records including: librarian, records management
officer, historian, curator, and archivist.
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and responsibilities of a records manager, and because they may assume
that the role is comparable to that of a
reference librarian, it is important to
explain early on how much support
you can provide and how much initiative the teacher must take.
In some cases, records managers
may take the first step, preparing
talks for students or lessons for the
classroom. Just as teachers are
advised to talk to records managers
before breezing into a research facility,
records managers are advised to
speak to teachers before investing
time and effort into preparing presentations or materials. It is important to
remember that no matter how important, or scarce, or attractive a record
may be, if it is not teachable, it will
not be taught. There are few things
that cause greater frustration in both
records managers and educators, than
a package (that costs much time and
money) sitting and collecting dust on
a shelf (because it doesn't relate to
anything the teacher is required to
teach.) By collaborating with a
teacher, the records manager gets a
better sense of what types of historical
records are useful at what ages and in
which courses, and the types of activities that are most successful in a classroom. It saves time, expense, and, yes,
frustration. The resulting product,
either a classroom presentation, a
teacher workshop, a teaching packet,
or perhaps a videotape, will be a vehicle by which the institution may reach
out to a greater audience.
As its audience of educators
expands, the institution can gather
suggestions for additional programs in
which educators would like to participate or materials they would like to
use in the classroom. The historical
repository staff may wish, at some
point, to offer teacher workshops in

conjunction with a school district or
university so that teachers can earn inservice or graduate credit in the program. Records managers can then
introduce teachers to their holdings
and provide structure and assistance
to teachers as they conduct research.
One very effective way to maximize
the impact of such a program is to
encourage teachers, upon returning to
their schools, to present what they
have learned to other teachers, in their
own schools or through districtwide
in-service programs.
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Announcement for
baseball games
between Puerto Rican
teams, 1924. The Jesus
Colon Papers. Centro
de £studios Puertorriquenos, Hunter College, CUNY; Benigno
Ciboyeaux for the
Estate ofJesus Colon.
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SECTION Ill
How Do Teachers Bring
Historical Records into
the Classroom?

Wading through
raw data in the
field may elicit
emotions ranging
from tedium to
exultation and
from frustration
to satisfaction,
but invariably
teachers gain
from the experience a more
personal feel for
how history
comes to be
written.
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There are a number of ways for
teachers to bring historical records to
their students. Each method has its
own advantages, but by using several
methods a teacher will have a wider
array of historical records and experiences to draw on in the classroom.
Teachers may decide to conduct
historical record searches themselves.
When they do so, either on their own,
or in conjunction with a records manager and students, they have the
opportunity not only to gather historical records for classroom use, but also
to experience the work of the historian. In this respect, research offers
unique perspectives to teachers. Wading through raw data in the field may
elicit emotions ranging from tedium
to exultation and from frustration to
satisfaction, but invariably teachers
gain from the experience a more personal feel for how history comes to be
written. There is also a great deal of
satisfaction and confidence which follows mastery of a new skill, and this
is true equally for teachers as for students. When students understand that
their teacher is engaged in a continuing quest for knowledge, the teacher's
credibility and stature generally
grows.
Some historical organizations

have educational outreach programs
and staff who are willing to make a
presentation either in the classroom or
on site. They may have standard programs or materials packets designed
to introduce students to a particular
group of records or artifacts. In some
instances, given adequate lead time,
the educational staff may be able to
work with a teacher to develop a presentation specific to a particular class.
Local government records managers are also willing to work with
teachers and their classes to inform
them about the nature of their work,
the types of records they keep, and
the importance of community participation in local government. Considerations of time, space, and the routine
work of a government office may
make on-site visits more difficult, but
it may be worthwhile to discuss the
matter with the town or village clerk
or other local government official to
see if other arrangements might be
worked out.
Published documentary teaching
materials help teachers by saving time
and making a wider variety of historical record facsimiles available to them.
Within New York State there are a
number of publications which showcase local historical records. (See
Appendix B.) Contact regional historical organizations for information about
publications they may be producing as
well as those of societies too numerous
to mention located in the region. A
number of national social studies and
historical associations and some edu-
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cational materials publishers publish
teaching materials based on historical
records. (See Appendix C.)

Historical Records
in the Classroom
Care of Original Copies
It is important to take care of the
original copies of historical records.
To protect published facsimiles and
copies made directly from originals
from wear, teachers should make one
photocopy or duplicate to use as a
master for multiple classroom copies.
If the first genera tion copies are not
going to be filed or shelved, but
rather are destined for classroom use
or display, it would be wise to laminate them (but never laminate original records) and keep them in looseleaf binders, file folders, or other
organizers. In the case of kits belonging to a department or the school
media center, take care to return originals to the kit before the rush at the
end of the year so that they do not
become hopelessly dispersed in a few
years time.

videotape of a literary work, for
example, Nathanial Hawthorne's The
Scarlet Letter; neither replaces the
experience of working with the original. It is both allowable, and at times
advisable for the teacher to use a transcription, but for the students, part of
the rationale behind working with
copies of historical records is to give
them the aesthetic experience of
working with something that looks
very much like an original record.
Young people tend to look on deciphering historical records as a detective activity and usually demonstrate
patience and persistence in coming up
with a transcription.
Students Work w ith
The way a historical record is preHist orical Records
sented to students may vary from lesson to lesson. Sometimes a historical
Whenever possible, students
record needs to be enlarged to be legishould w ork directly from the historible or for detail to emerge. In this case
cal record. It is important for students
a transparency, slide, or placement of
to master the skill of interpreting
an original on an opaque projector
informa tion from historical records.
The task may be difficult, especially at w ill enlarge the historical record but
the activity will have to be geared to
first, but it is a necessary skill. There
keeping the whole class attentive to
is a time and place for using a historithe projected historical record. In
cal record transcription, just as there
other
cases, a historical record may be
is a time and place for viewing a

Erie Canal locks and
towpath, Lockport,
1895. State Education
Department. Division of
Visual Instructio n.
Instructional lantern
slides, ca. 1856-1939.
New York State
Archives and Records
Administration.
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Scanning historical records onto
electronic media
and making them
accessible on
school library or
classroom computers may
increase student
access to historical records and
increase student
interest in pursuing historical
records research
projects.

enlarged on a photocopier and copies
handed to each individual student or
to groups of students to facilitate individual seat work, group discussion, or
writing activities.
The teacher may want to make a
class set (with a few extras to compensate for attrition and to provide copies
for the occasional student who
becomes very interested in a particular historical record) rather than
copies for students in every class. At
other times, especially individual
homework assignments, copies for
each student will be necessary. Practical considerations, such as availability
of copier services and restrictions on
copier use, may require a historical
record to be used differently from one
year to the next. Scanning historical
records onto electronic media and
making them accessible on school
library or classroom computers may
increase student access to historical
records and increase student interest
in pursuing historical records research
projects.
Often students have the habit of
glancing at a historical record, then
turning it over and waiting for the
next activity to take place. It is important to teach them to stop and look
carefully at the historical record. They
need to consider the type of historical
record they are looking at, who created it and when, and for what purpose. Once the skill is internalized,
they can proceed to more sophisticated questions. Teachers may find the
worksheet "Introductory Exercise:
Introduction to Historical Records"
located in Appendix A helpful for getting students to really look at and
think about historical records.
Handwritten historical records
can be difficult to read and require
close attention. The ink on some

items will have faded. Some, with
writing on both sides of the paper,
have become illegible as ink has
stained through both sides of the
paper. Other historical records will be
written in a hand that is as bad as the
worst handwriting in a classroom.
Until the late 1800s, letters were
formed in ways different from today.
The elongated "S" that looks like an
"F," creates problems for modern readers since both the long and short "S"
appear in historical records. (Gretchen
Sullivan Sorin's book, Present Meets
Past available from the New York State
Historical Association, Cooperstown,
NY 13326, helps researchers decipher
old writing.)
In addition, the terminology used
in older records can also prove difficult because of changes in word use
and the lack of standardized spelling.
Local government records have legal
terms such as "earmark," and
"quitrent," which may be unfamiliar,
and occupations which have vanished, such as "fence viewers." These
examples are provided to stimulate
the teacher's thinking, but not to
imply that a teacher must become fluent in archaic English. When the student asks a question about a term
which the teacher has overlooked, or
suggests a new interpretation, the
teacher should simply suggest
sources that will help the student
answer the question. This relieves the
teacher of being the font of all knowledge, and teaches students the valuable lesson of seeking out information
on their own.
One of the paradoxes of historical
records is that they raise more questions than they answer. Because these
questions arise in the normal course
of discussion and are matters about
which students possess real curiosity,
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they lend themselves to research projects and papers that are pursued with
more enthusiasm than is typical of
assigned topics. As with all research
in historical records, students may
find that answers no longer exist, or
that they are too difficult to locate in
one semester. If students keep a log of
their research, the persons and places
contacted, time expended, and the
nature of information that was located, then failing to come to a conclusive answer need not doom the student to a poor grade. In Searching
Writing, Ken Macrorie offers valuable
suggestions on structuring such a
research activity and evaluating the
results, from the perspective of a Language Arts teacher.

Encouraging students (particularly older students) to perform research
in repositories gives them a valuable,
practical experience they can use in
their adult lives. While not every student has the inclination to research in
historical records, most students at
one time or another in their lives, are
going to find it necessary to delve
through records, whether preparing
taxes (or surviving an audit), or in the
performance of the duties of an executor, or in satisfying some question
about the property on which they
live. Research in historical records
helps them to prepare for these life
experiences.
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Pictographs from a
treaty between the
Iroquois (Senecas,
Cayugas, and
Onondagas) and
England, November 9,
1726. New York State
Archives and Records
Administration.

Teachers of the senior-level participatory government class may want
to approach local government records
managers about the feasibility of
intern programs where students may
be able to provide extra hands for the
many tasks that need to be performed
in local government offices. Even if
every task does not require critical
thinking, records managers and teachers can work to ensure that pupils
leave the internship with an understanding of and appreciation for the
duties of a particular office, and the
role that office plays in the lives of
citizens.

Adapt Records to the Class and
the Curriculum, Not the Other
Way Around
The same historical record may
serve many age levels, many instructional units, many different abilities. It
is up to each teacher to determine
how historical records will be used in
the classroom. Sometimes there is the
temptation to overdo a good thing to
death; resist the temptation. Pull only
from the historical record what is useable in practical terms. This may
mean that one image in a photograph
or one sentence in a written historical
record is highlighted for two minutes,
and then the teacher moves on to
something else. They may be assigned
as homework when a longer reading

~~····················· ················································································
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assignment would be too much for
the time available. Historical records
lend themselves to evaluation, both at
the outset of a unit of study, when
they may help a teacher determine
what pupils have already mastered,
and at the end of a unit, as a culminating activity. Sometimes historical
records help to draw national or global issues closer to a student; the slave
records of New York are usually a
shock to pupils who assume that the
Empire State was always a free state.
Conversely, a local historical record,
about the environment helps foster in
students an appreciation for broader
issues, such as when development
and conservation come in conflict.

Lesson Evaluation
Techniques and Suggestions
As students work with historical
records, teachers will observe learning taking place. In addition to observation, there are a number of ways to
assess more formally what students have learned from
using historical records.
As with any assessment, or lesson, the
teacher needs to target the
content and skills that the
historical records lesson
was designed to impart. This
is only common sense. If a
class has spent a great deal of
time mastering the skill of interpreting a political cartoon, it
would be a good idea to give students a previously unseen cartoon
to interpret on a test. If, on the other
hand, students have only been taught
to pull basic information off a cartoon,
a teacher would not want to ask those
students to provide a comprehensive
socioeconomic analysis of the Great
Depression in New York based on

political cartoons alone. Although
this example is extreme, it is cautionary. Evaluation cannot outstrip student learning and the content of the
historical records being used.
Naturally, because historical
records are open-ended and stimulate
d iscussion, the teacher may prefer to
require students to demonstrate their
understanding by means of longer,
written evaluations. Essay questions
on tests, themes, and research papers,
are the most common forms of assessment for older students.
Portfolios allow teachers to assess
the progress of students who are
working with historical records in the
mastery of more complex skills and
more sophisticated critical thinking.
Portfolios are not simply a snapshot
of student performance, but a film
which documents performance over
Ill Olympic Winter
Games Lake Placid
7932, Bleacher Season
Ticket. Courtesy of The
Adirondack Museum,
Blue Mountain Lake,

Ill

Olympic Wint:er Games
Lake Placid 1932
Feb 4 - 13
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The wide array of
evaluative techniques which
teachers use to
assess their
students' comprehension is
universally
applicable to
teaching with
historical
records.

time. The student is able to demonstrate progress over time measured
against content and performance standards. Portfolios also nudge all students towards more sophisticated
skills by deepening and broadening
their interpretive skills. All students
benefit from the opportunity to revise,
sharpening both their writing skills
and their skills of interpretation of
historical records. Written materials,
including draft and final versions of
essays, take-home test papers, and
research papers or projects, lend
themselves to inclusion in a student's
portfolio. Reflective pieces, constructed over time, allow students to reflect
on their own learning and evaluate
their progress and that of their peers
as they work in peer review groups.
The teacher may also wish to include
sample pieces of other media as space
and availability allow. The lesson on
page 52, Animals, Horses, &c. at
Auction" Broadside, provides an
example of activities that could be
included in a student's portfolio.
Because most teachers use a variety of pedagogical methods in their
classrooms, they may find it useful to
ask students to assess their own learning from historical records and to contrast how they learn from historical
records with learning from secondary
sources. Students may be queried, for
example, through informal discussion, in a survey, or via an entry in a
classroom journal.
While historical records lend
themselves to more-extended evaluation, when short, objective information needs to be evaluated, a teacher
may wish to prepare questions modeled after those used in the Regents
examinations, Regents competency
tests, program evaluation tests, and
other forms of standardized evaluation. Traditional methods of unison
11

reading by the class and closure
worksheets often reduce student frustration when first deciphering handwritten records, regardless of the age
of the students.
In addition to short answer questions and essay writing, there are
many other methods of assessment
and evaluation useful for this
methodology. The wide array of evaluative techniques which teachers use
to assess their students' comprehension is universally applicable to teaching with historical records. National
History Day, which requires that students research historical records when
producing their projects, actually has
more nonwritten than written categories of competition by which they
evaluate the quality of student
research and comprehension.
The classroom teacher, too, may
ask students to script, create simple
props or costumes, and present
dramatizations to synthesize the
information they have learned. Some
students who have the requisite
equipment and skill might be given
the option to produce videotapes,
audiotapes, or films using interviews,
visits to historical sites, shots of artifacts or historical records, and narration to demonstrate their understanding of a particular historical incident
or contribution of an individual to
history.
Students may want to research
and develop their own multimedia
productions integrating historical
records and computer technology or,
using the computer, create a program
to enter data from local census materials and analyze it in one or more
ways, depending on the discipline
being studied. Students may also be
able to study local environmental
records and use logic and problem-
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solving skills to identify alternative
solutions to real-life situations.
Students might create a mural,
cartoons or posters, illustrated time
lines, bas-reliefs, or sculptural elements based on their research. Since
the arts and mathematics have several
harmonic relationships, some students might express statistical findings in creative illustrations that go
far beyond the typical pie chart and
bar graph. Others might pull together
a program of music or dance that captures the spirit of a period or contribution of a particular ethnic group.
New York State is especially rich with
possibilities ranging from Shaker
music and dance to the Harlem
Renaissance. Some students have an
aptitude for model-building; one student's model of locks on the Erie
Canal and his demonstration of how
they worked created a better understanding among students in that class
than all the technical descriptions
they had read.
Although a great deal of writing is
done in social studies classrooms,
teachers may want to offer students
the chance to illustrate their mastery
of information through poetry or
other forms of creative writing. (We
only need to consider the poet Carl
Sandburg's biography of Abraham
Lincoln, or Edna St. Vincent Millay's
poems on the deaths of Sacco and
Vanzetti to recall how close the paths
of poetry and history can run.) Gaming enthusiasts might be able to use
historical records to construct a historical roleplaying game.
If a senior government student
has the opportunity to work for a
local government records manager,
historical society, or preservation
organization, evaluation will need to
be coordinated between teacher and
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public official to ensure that the student not only performs the tasks
expected, but also learns and is able to
explain how the institution serves citizens through the preservation of historical records.

Tavern Keeper's
License, 1843.
Courtesy of the Yates
County Historian's
Office.

Document-Based Questions
(DBQs)
Document-based questions are
for all students, from elementary
school through high school. They
help prepare students to compare and
contrast particular issues from multiple perspectives, reconciling differing
positions, evaluating the strength of
particular arguments, providing
authentic opportunities at a high level
of thinking, and developing life skills.
They have been a feature on the Educational Testing Service's Advanced
Placement history examinations for a
number of years. Certainly, teachers
of high school students who are
preparing for that examination will
want to incorporate document-based
questions in their own testing to help
prepare their students to interpret historical records and express their
understanding effectively through
well-written essays.
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Document-based questions are
not only for advanced upper-level
students and their format does not
necessarily have to be a major test.
First grade teachers can assess their
pupil_s' abilities to draw information
from a photograph on a worksheet or
through class discussion. Using the
friendlier concepts of the time capsule
or hidden chest, a fifth or seventh
grade teacher could present a "newly
discovered" historical record trove to
a class with questions designed to
introduce a unit of study to them.
Handing out a single historical record
to middle or high school students to
relate to their previous night's reading assignment is a change in pace
from the traditional pop quiz and
every bit as likely to keep the students
on their toes. Take-home documentbased evaluation allows students and
teachers to break away from the usual
essay format in favor of a lengthier,
more developed piece of writing,
based on a wider array of research.
Document-based questions can also
be a part of a more involved performance task which may include the production of work other than essays and
may also include display of student
work and discussion of student analysis and .evaluation of the document.
Teachers may want to stand the
document-based question on its head,
however, and give their students an
unusual challenge by asking them to
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select historical records, write a document-based questions themselves,
and provide an explanation of why
they included and excluded what
they did.
The lesson on page 58, "Mortality
Schedule: 1860 United States Census
for Lansingburgh, Rensselaer County,
New York," offers students an opportunity to evaluate a historical record,
research primary and secondary
sources and develop conclusions from
data collected. This lesson could easily be structured as document-based
questions.

Ready, Set, Go!
Historical records are exciting and
energizing to teachers and students
alike. They are sound pedagogy, and
they are fun! We invite you to explore
the following section, studying the
historical records that have been
reproduced and perusing the activities outlined. You may find a lesson
that is perfect to use in your classroom tomorrow, or a document that
triggers a wonderful lesson plan of
your own device. Remember that
these are just a minute sampling of
the types of historical records which
are all around you. We encourage
you to follow up by looking in your
community and beyond so that you
and your students may discover the
benefits of learning from historical
records.
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Section IV
Historical Records and Leaming
Activities*

* Unless otherwise indicated, learning activities have been developed by Susan Owens and
Tom Gray.
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Military Tract Map and Deeds
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Military Tract Map and Deeds
These two deeds recorded in 1791 in Cayuga County document the apparent sale
of land originally given to Issac Samson and Hanyost Tewahongarahken, an Oneida
Indian, for their service in the American Revolution. Their lots can be located on the
DeWitt map of the Military Tract Lands in New York. The deeds are from the Cayuga
County Clerk's Office in Auburn, New York. The map is courtesy of the New York
State Library in Albany, New York.

Explanation of Key Terms and Words:

During the Revolutionary War, men who joined the Continental army were promised a
minimum of 600 acres of land for their service. After the war, both the Federal and
New York State governments granted to the veterans land in the central part of the
State called the Military Tract. Over 1.5 million acres were divided into 28 townships
six miles square and mapped by Simeon DeWitt. This tract in the Finger Lakes district included the present counties of Onondaga, Cayuga, Seneca, Cortland, and portions of Oswego, Wayne, Schuyler, and Tompkins counties. The number of acres
each man received was determined by his rank in the army. Each veteran drew a
number that indicated the piece of bounty land he was to receive. Many who were
granted land in the military tract had no intention of moving to a new location, and
sold their parcel to land speculators or other interested parties.
deed - a legal document which transfers a property
indenture - contract, agreement in writing

Suggested lessons:
Activity:

Disciplines:
Grade Levels:
Time Frame:
Materials Needed:

Social Studies, Language Arts
7-12
two class periods
•
•
•
•

Samson and Tewahongarahken deeds
Transcriptions of the deeds
DeWitt Map
Page magnifiers
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Learning Objectives: Students will:
1. Understand the historical background of the Revolutionary War Military
Tract in New York State.
2. Discover connections between the first settlers and modern day names and
places.

3. Identify the difference between a copy of an original record and a transcription.
4. Locate each of the deeds on the DeWitt map of the military tract.
5. Discuss the role of the Iroquois in the American Revolution.

Procedures:

1. Divide the students into cooperative groups. Hand out copies of the original
deeds. Discuss the definitions of indenture and deed.
2. Instruct students to highlight with a marker the following information: buyer
and how he got the land, seller, lot numbers, township, amount paid.
3. Distribute transcriptions. Discuss the differences between the transcription
and manuscript copies.
4. Provide each group with a DeWitt map. Direct students to locate both of the
lots on the map.
5. Ask students to gather the data from the deeds by recording the information
on the worksheet provided.
6. Instruct the class to discuss what the deeds tell us about the buyers of these
two pieces of property. Where were they from? Do you think the buyers
were going to live on the land? If not, why would they buy the lots?

EXTENDED ACTIVITIES:

Stud ents may do one of the following:
1. Compare the Simeon DeWitt map of the Military Tract to a modern map.
List the names of the original townships. Who were they named after? How
many of these names still exist today?
2. Research the involvement of the Iroquois in the American Revolution. What
was their role in and the war's impact upon each of the five nations?

(Lesson idea from John Haight, Social Studies teacher, Moravia Central School.)
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NAME(S) _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

THE MILITARY TRACT
Directions: Complete this worksheet by collecting information from the two "Indentures."
1. Record the following information from the deeds.

Seller:

DEEDl

DEED2

Isaac Samson

Hanyost Tewahongarahken

Buyer, Address:
Lot#:
Township:
Date:
Payment:
Acreage:

2. Why did each of these men receive this land from the government?

3. What rank did Hanyost Tewahongarahken attain? How did he sign the deed? Why?
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John L. Hardenbergh Inventory
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John L Hardenbergh Inventory
Many wills in the 18th and 19th centuries included an inventory listing all the possessions of the deceased in order to calculate the value of his or her estate. Wills and
inventories are found in the Surrogate Court of every county in the State. John L.
Hardenbergh was one of the founders of Auburn, New York. Inventories from your
own community can be substituted if you are successful in finding one or more. This
inventory is from the Cayuga County Surrogate's Court, Auburn, New York.

Explanation of Key Terms and Words:

looking glass - mirror; sometimes used as slang for a chamber pot in early inventories
probate - to establish the validity of a will
provender - dry feed for livestock; oats and hay
shoat - a young hog
surrogate - a person appointed to act for another; a court officer who deals with the
probating of wills and administration of estates

Suggested Lessons:
Activity One:

Disciplines:

Social Studies, Language Arts

Grade Levels: 4-6
Time Frame:
Materials Needed:

two days
• Inventory of John L. Hardenbergh or equivalent inventory from your own
community
• Page magnifiers
• Student "Personal Inventory" sheet
• Student "Inventory Detective" sheet

Learning Objectives: Students will:
1. Analyze a 19th century document and make observations and inferences

about a person based on an inventory of personal possessions.
2. Understand that our possessions reflect on our lifestyle and culture.

.. ... ..... ..............•••••••••••••.......................••••••••••••••................••••••••••••..................•••••
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Procedures:

1. Divide students into cooperative groups. Give each student an inventory and
"Inventory Detective" worksheet.

2. Ask students to complete worksheet and share ideas with the class.
3. Hand out "Personal Inventory" worksheet and direct students to complete it
for homework. You may want to do one for yourself.
4. Collect the Personal Inventories. Read one aloud to the class and see if they

can guess to whom the list belongs.

Activity Two:
Disciplines: Social Studies, Mathematics, Art, Language Arts
Grade Levels:
Time Frame:
Materials Needed:

5 - 12

two - three class periods
• John L. Hardenbergh inventory

• Page magnifiers
Learning Objectives: Students will:

1. Compare the simplicity of life in the early 1800s with modern material culture.
2. Discover the existence of slavery in New York (one of the largest slave holding states in the North) and that African slaves were considered property.
3. Compare prices from 1806 with those of today.
Procedures:

1. Ask students - individually or in pairs - to select one of the following activities.
a. Create an inventory of one room in their home.
b. Write an epitaph for Mr. Hardenbergh.
c. Draw one of the rooms in Mr. Hardenbergh' s home along with its contents. Key the objects from the inventory.
d. Write a play using_people mentioned in the inventory
e. Research the laws relating to the gradual abolition of slavery in New York.
Find out how many slaves were recorded in the census of 1800 in New
York.
f. Compare the prices recorded for at least 20 of the items listed in the inventory to retail prices of the same items today.

2. Have students share their projects.

(Lesson idea by Mary Gildea and Michael Grene, Fourth Grade teachers, Niskayuna Schools.)
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NAME _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

INVENTORY DETECTIVE
After studying the attached inventory, give as much information as possible about the
person who owned the items listed. For example: occupation, type of land owned,
dealings with other people, etc. Be prepared to explain or justify any observations you
write down.

·······
···················· ·································· ··· ·····························································
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NAME _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PERSONAL INVENTORY
In your bedroom, choose 10 - 12 items that are important to you or tell something
about "who you are." Be sure the items listed are things that you are willing to share
with the class.

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10. _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
11. _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

12. _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
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